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Thank you for puchasing a Hippo-King mane and tail thinner.

If you have some experiences to pull a tail you can use the Hippo-King in same way.
If you have no experience- don’t worry, you will not harm your horse or cut your horse in any way.

1. Mane:
By using Hippo King on a thick mane it would be the best to brush the mane over to the wrong side.
Than use the Hippo-King like a normal comb and combe out . You will be able to equalize thicker areas to comb more than 
thinner areas. Brush the mane back over to the plaiting side and check the result, if necessary repeat. By doing this way, you 
will only remove the under hair and not the top hairs. You can use the Hippo-King also to thin thick forelocks in same way like 
with a comb.

2. Tail:
Please use the Hippo-King, if the tail has a resonable length, my be you have to wait for growing some centimeters if the the 
tail was clipped down before. It woul help if the tail is a bit greasy. If you will not use down the middle of the tail the central top 
hairs leave long and after bandaging the tail it will have a professional and sleek lookIf you have a particulary thick. Full tail 
please lift up the top hairs and thin only the under hair, by combing down. 2-3 strkes evenly right and left side would be mostly 
enough , repeat if required, than lay the top hairs back. If the tail wasn’t pulled or trimmed before please doe only a little bit 
each day round about for one week, but bandage tail during this time, so you will be able to get the perfect result step by step.


